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Climate Finance Architecture





Climate Finance Readiness

Capacities to Plan

Capacities to access different type of finance

Capacities to deliver finance and implement activities

Capacities to monitor, report and verify financial expenditures and associated results



Current observed trend of readiness 
focus in the Asia Pacific

• Accreditation Race

• Heaving focus on accessing multilateral sources eg. GCF

• Growing emphasis on role of private finance (cataylizing properties) [ 
see Outcome Statements of the 2016 Pacific Energy Conference]

• Readiness is becoming synonymous with creating ‘attractive 
investment environment’



Purpose of the Study

• Develop an appraisal framework for readiness

• Knowledge Gap 

• Practical contributions



Asia-Pacific (Most Vulnerable region)



Summary of Climate Finance Flow in 
the Region

• More than 21 dedicated climate funds are active in the region 
(Schalatek et al., 2012)

• Largest recipient of -climate finance (Barnard et al 2015)

• Asia (mixed modalities) vs Pacific (Mainly Grants) (OECD, 2018)

• 67% mitigation (Barnard et al 2015)

• 4-6% goes to the Pacific sub-region (Barnard et al 2015)

• Climate finance delivered outside national systems

• Readiness activities in the region is increasing (eg. Of the USD 748 
million to the Pacific 42% enabling environment (Atteridge & 
Canales, 2017)



The Method

• 3 phased structured approach (mirrored the works of Michalena & 
Hills 2018)

• Phase 1: Determine a Common Scale

• Phase 2: Determine the Readiness Dimensions

• Phase 3: Linking Readiness Progress to Climate Finance Assessed



Climate Public Expenditure Institutional 
Review (CPEIR)

Reviews Climate 
Change Policy policies 

and priorities

Improves 
understanding of 

role and 
responsibilities of 

institutions involved

Quantifies Climate 
Change related 

expenditures in the 
national budget

• Closely related to the issue of 
readiness

• 12 countries in the region have 
completed a CPEIR 

• Share common principles and 
structures

• Assessments is carried out in 
partnership with external 
reputable organizations

• Publically available 













Linking Readiness progress to finance 
accessed

• 2016 data was used
• Variables

• CF (OECD)
• RE (score as per study’s framework)
• GDPpc (GDP per capita-World Bank)
• P (Population-World Bank)
• G (Quality of Governance-World Bank)
(Alesina & Dollar, 2000; Halimanjaya, 
2015;2016; Robinson & Dornan, 2016; 
Betzold & Weiler, 2017; Betzold, 2018)   



Results



Results Continue…



Discussions

• Readiness is predictable but have a small effect on CF accessed

• Readiness does not exist in a vacuum

• Current readiness focus does not distinguish between adaptation and 
mitigation

• Decision 1/CP21 para 53 (Mitigation is the FOCUS)

• Private sector finance (post Paris Agreement)

• GCF: 41% Mitigation vs 26% Adaptation

• Imbalance on adaptation finance accessibility



Bilateral and Remittances- An 
alternative?

• Good track record of external finance flows to PSIDS

• Largely insensitive to the quality of the investment environment

• Pacific SIDS ‘moral argument’ for continued access to bilateral finance

• South-south climate finance flows are increasing

• Remittances – 40% of external finance to SIDS (eg. Samoa 23% of GDP)

• 5% are channeled to productive investments (Bendadi & Pauw, 2016)

• Remittance met the characteristics of climate finance (Bendadi & Pauw, 
2016)

• See case study of Senegal (Scheffran et al 2012).



Conclusion

• Big readiness gap between Asia and Pacific sub region

• Readiness is only a piece of the puzzle of the solution to PSIDS finance 
access conundrum

• Pacific needs  adaptation

• Pacific small economies [questions on economies of scale]

• Need for a rethink to PSIDS current readiness approach?
• Re-orient current readiness approach?

• Expand to include bilateral and remittances?



Limitations of the Study

• Small sample size

• Bootstrap analysis varies 

• Readiness effects may be too recent to capture

• Offers the first critical insights in of how readiness has progressed in 
the region. [ building block for further studies]


